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1. DEFINITIONS 
There is a well-known relationship between a certain type of two- 
player game without chance moves (including chess, nim, noughts and 
crosses) and directed graphs. (See, for example [4, 15, 21, 22].) Let 
the actual physical arrangement of pieces on the board in such a game, 
or of marks on paper, be called the configuration V,. By a position 
V~ or V; ~ we mean a configuration V, together with an indication of 
which of the two players (Abe or Barbara) will move next. To each game 
of the kind we consider in this paper there corresponds a digraph 
(directed graph) F (~)  whose vertices or points are the positions 
V~ a, Vb ~ of the game, and whose edges or directed lines (V~, Vb~), 
(Vc ~, Vd A) are the moves permitted by the rules of the game. We con- 
sider only games in which the players move alternately. The digraph 
is then bicolored, since the vertices (positions) fall into two classes 
(colors) marked by the superscripts A (amber) and B (blue), and by 
definition Abe always moves from Amber to Blue, and Barbara always 
from Blue to Amber. When there is a move (edge) from V~ a to V~ B 
we call V~ B a follower of V~. When it is necessary to make this relation- 
ship explicit we write V f  alternatively as V~, where the suffix a is su- 
perfluous except o show that this is a follower of K; ~. Similarly a fol- 
lower Vc a of V f  may be writtens as V~ or Vfc. A position Vt A or V~ 1~ 
without followers is terminal. The class T of all terminal positions is 
divided by the rules of the game into three nonoverlapping subclasses, 
T A (= "win for Abe"), TB (= "win for Barbara") and To (= "draw"). 
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We regard the game J as being completely specified when the graph 
t'(~cJ) and the terminal classes T4, TI~, and T O are given. 
Now the usual manner of playing such a game is as follows. Some 
starting position V~ a, say, is either specified by the rules or agreed by 
the two players; to simplify the discussion we take this to be amber. 
If this is not terminal, Abe makes some move from V; ~ to V~; that is, 
he chooses at will some follower V~ of V~ A. If this in turn is not termi- 
nal, Barbara moves from VJ~ to some follower Vd4~, and so on, with the 
players moving alternately. In this way the players generate a play or 
directed walk (V, A, V~, V~, ...) in the digraph. If at any point in the 
play a terminal position Vz x (= V2~...t) or Vf" is reached, the play 
necessarily ends, and the outcome is declared to be a win for Abe, a 
win for Barbara (= a loss for Abe) or a draw according to whether 
the end position Vt -4 or V~, B lies in T~, TB, or T o, respectively. The length 
of the play is the number of moves in it (one less than the number of 
positions). (If the same position or move occurs repeatedly in the play, 
it must be counted repeatedly.) If a vertex V: v (X -- A or B) is such that 
plays starting from it have a finite maximum length D(V;X), this max- 
imum is the terminal distance of VS. If the starting position V( j has 
finite terminal distance, the game falls within the definition of yon 
Neumann and Morgenstern [21] as a "two-player game with perfect 
information and without chance moves." However, in some bicolored 
digraphs it is possible for a walk to have an arbitrarily long or infinite 
length, e.g., by repeatedly going round a cycle. Now, as we will emphasize 
again later, a real player cannot go on playing indefinitely long in the 
sense of moving physical pieces on a physical board, or naming nodes 
in a graph. To overcome this difficulty we introduce the idea of a strategy. 
Suppose that (V# 4, V~ . . . . .  vA..~) is any incomplete play from V~ a 
ending at an amber vertex, where an incomplete play is a directed walk 
whose last vertex is not terminal. Then a strategy in the wide sense [13] 
for Abe is a rule specifying which position he should move to next, 
i.e., a function 
.TA(Vs A, V B . . . . .  vA..k) : VB t;1 
whose argument ranges over the incomplete plays from Vi a and whose 
value is a follower V~...kt of the last position Va...k of the play. A stra- 
tegy WB for Barbara is similarly defined. Each time the game is played 
we imagine that each player selects a strategy, not knowing the other's 
choice. These two strategies, together with the starting position V a,  
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evidently define a unique play (V~ A, V~, V~c ... .  ) in the obvious way: 
= = w (vs etc .  
If this play terminates, the outcome is determined by the class 
TA, TB, To to which the last position belongs. If the play can be shown to 
be infinitely long, we declare it a "draw," or, more exactly, an "unter- 
minated draw." (This is the usual convention. If an infinitely long play 
can be declared a win, draw, or loss for Abe, depending on the posi- 
tions moved through, Gale and Stewart [7] showed that the property 
of "strict determination" [15, 21] can fail.) Conversely any play 
(V~ A, V~, V~c .... ), whether incomplete, terminated, or infinitely long, 
can always be regarded as arising from two suitably chosen strategies 
W.4, WB, in the wide sense. 
However, it is clear that at any point in a play the future possibilities 
depend only on the actual position then reached, and are quite unin- 
fluenced by past moves. It is therefore intuitively reasonable that a 
good choice for the next move will depend only on the present position. 
We define a strategy in the narrow sense (or, simply, a strategy unless 
the wide sense is explicitly indicated) [13] as follows. A strategy a3 
for Abe is a function defined over the set of non-terminal amber po- 
sitions, such that a A (Va a) ---- V~ is always a follower of Va a, and is in- 
terpreted as Abe's choice for the next position should the play arrive 
at V~. A strategy ee for Barbara is similarly defined. Thus, when the 
starting position V~ is specified, any pair of strategy functions uniquely 
define a play (V~ a, V~, vA~, ...) in the obvious way. 
At any point in a play the "previous player" and "next player" have 
obvious definitions; at V,~ the next player is Abe, and the previous player 
Barbara (even if V~ is the starting or terminating position of the play). 
The terminal positions can therefore be divided into three non-over- 
lapping classes T.~, Tx, T o, meaning "previous player wins" (= last 
player wins), "next player wins" (~ last player loses), and "draw," 
respectively. In this paper we place particular emphasis on last-player- 
winning games, in which Tp = T, and hence ~v = To = O, the null set. 
2. IMPARTIAL GAMES 
In some games, any physical move of the pieces which is permitted 
to one player is also permitted to the other, should opportunity occur; 
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e.g., this is so in Nim and many of its variants [l, 2, 6, 8-10, 12, 17 19]. 
That is to say, if (V,; ~, Vb u) is a permitted move, so also is (V/~, V~, a). 
and we may say that there is a permitted move from configuration 
(physical position of the pieces) K, to configuration Vb. Such a game 
therefore defines a configuration graph C('~), whose vertices are the 
configurations V~, and whose directed edges are the permitted moves 
(I4, Vv). If, in addition, the terminal configurations can be divided into 
non-overlapping classes T e, T.v, To, irrespective of which player has just 
moved, the game is called impartial. This is true of most forms of 
Nim, which are "last-player-winning" (Tv T) or "last-player-losing" 
(Ts- -- T). 
From a formal point of view, the distinction between a non-impartial 
and an impartial game is rather slight. If an impartial game ~_~ has a con- 
figuration digraph C(Y), the corresponding bicolored position digraph 
l'(.~) is obtained by replacing each configuration V,~ by a pair of po- 
sitions V,; ~ and V~, e, and each move (V~,, Vb) by a pair of moves (Vs t, VbB), 
(K, R, Vb-r A position V~; a or V~, B is terminal if and only if the config- 
uration V,, is terminal, and both are assigned to the same class Tv, T~., 
or T o. On the other hand, if F (~)  is the bicolored graph of any game 5~, 
with the terminal positions classified into Ti,, Tx, To, we can derive a 
configuration graph C(f f  ~) of an impartial game ~'  by simply omitting 
the colors. But this new game J '  is exactly the same as the old J as 
far as the physical moves of the pieces on the board by the players are 
concerned, provided only that the same starting position is chosen. 
However, the definitions of "disjunctive" and "selective" compounds 
to be introduced later apply in a natural way only to impartial games. 
Although they can be formally extended to partial games, like chess, 
by using the uncolored igraphs C(~-'), this means that in general each 
player will sometimes find himself moving a white piece and sometimes 
a black one, contrary to the usual custom. 
3. FINITE DIGRAPHS 
For the present we restrict attention to finite digraphs of, say, v 
vertices. In a bicolored graph we denote a typical vertex by Vi x, where 
X = A or B; the other color, B or A respectively, will then be denoted 
by Y. We have already defined the terminal distance D(V~ x) of a vertex 
V( v as the length of the longest directed path from Vi x-, if such a path 
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exists. (A similar definition applies to the vertices of an uncolored graph; 
and, furthermore, corresponding vertices in the three digraphs C(~) ,  
F(cJ), and C(~'  '), where they exist, all have the same terminal distance. 
This kind of remark will also apply to most of the other functions which 
we define later, so we confine the discussion to one type of graph, bi- 
colored or uncolored according to convenience, leaving that for the other 
type to follow by analogy.) We see that D(VS),  if finite, must be less than 
v; for if there started from V~ x a path of v moves, and hence of (v § 1) 
vertices, this must contain at least one vertex twice, i.e., it must contain 
a cycle, and so by traversing this cycle repeatedly we get an infinite 
walk from V~ x. The values of D(Vi x) can be found by induction. Ter- 
minal positions have terminal distance 0. Non-terminal positions with 
all followers terminal have terminal distance 1. In general, suppose that 
all positions with terminal distance less than d have been found; then 
a position has terminal distance d if and only if all its followers have 
terminal distance less than d. All positions which do not have a ter- 
minal distance less than v assigned to them are given D(Vi x) = oo. 
For any set Z of non-negative integers (xi) it is convenient to define 
the "least greater number" 
super Z -- super/ xi 
= the smallest non-negative integer greater than 
all x~ in Z (1) 
In particular, if Z is empty, super N = O. If Y. is not empty, 
superi xi = max/x /+ 1, 
but the "super" notation is more convenient for generalization to in- 
finite sets later. It immediately follows that, when D(V/x) is finite, 
while 
D(Vi x) = co 
D(Vi x) = superj D(Vi~ ) (2) 
if and only if, for some j, D(VI~)= cc (3) 
(Eq. (3) can be included in (2) by the convention that super/xi = oo 
whenever any x /= o0.) 
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4. THE REMOTENESS FUNCTION 
Consider a last-player-winning game, i.e., one in which T l, 7-. 
Speaking intuitively, we may say that a position V; ~ is "winning for 
the next player" (Abe) if he has a "good strategy" crs a which will guar- 
antee him a win however Barbara chooses to move. If so, suppose that 
Abe tries to win as quickly as he can, while Barbara replies by trying 
to postpone defeat as long as possible. Then the number of moves in 
the resulting play is called the remoteness [20] R(V, A) of V: 4. Since 
Abe must move last to win, R(Vi .4) must then be odd. On the other 
hand, if V~ is such that, however Abe moves from it, Barbara can win 
for sure by use of a suitable good strategy, then R(V; 4) is the maximum 
number of moves by which Abe can postpone defeat if Barbara plays 
well. Since Barbara, who wins, must move last, R(V~ a) is then even. 
More precisely, we will define the Steinhaus remoteness function R by 
the following inductive definition, and show that it has the required 
properties. (This method is analogous to that used by Kalmfir [13], 
but the function he introduces is half the integral part of R.) 
Conditions on the Remoteness Function 
If V/x is terminal, R(Vi x) = O. (4a) 
If Vi x has at least one follower Viy with R(V~;) even, then 
R(Vi x) = minimum even R(Vi~) + 1 (4b) 
In this case R(V,: x) is odd. 
If, for every follower V~; of Vi x the remoteness R(V~) is odd, then 
R(Vi x) = superj R(Vi]') (4c) 
in this case R(V~ x) is even. 
Also, in all cases, 
R(V; ~) ~>= 0 (4d) 
Note that (4d) taken in conjunction with (4b) and (4c), implies that 
R(V; u > 0 whenever V, x is non-terminal. Hence the set of all V~ x
with R(V; r) - -0  is the terminal set T. Condition (4b) then defines 
uniquely the set of all Vi x with R(Vi u = 1, condition (4c) the set with 
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R(Vi ~-) = 2, and so on, using (4b) and (4c) alternately. I f  the set Ue 
of all positions of remoteness k > 0 is empty, so also is Uk.+l, and hence 
so also are Uh.+2, U~.+3 . . . . .  I f  v is the number of positions, it follows 
that Uk is uniquely defined for k > 0 and empty for k ~ v. For all po- 
sitions Vi x not in any U~. (0 < k < v) we conventionally set R(Vi x) 
to be oo. It follows that 
R(V/x) = c~ if and only if no follower Viy has even remoteness, 
and at least one follower has R(Vi y) = oo. (4e) 
Note that (4a), (4c), and (4e) can be compressed into a single con- 
dition: 
If  R(Vi Y) is not even for any j, then 
R( Vi x) = superj R( Vi~] ) (4f) 
Note also that for impartial games, with the last player winning, 
R(Vi A) = R(V, .B) = R(V,:). 
Now the definition of R(V; r) shows that each non-terminal position 
V S has at least one follower Vi~" with 
R(v~') = R(v~ x) - 1 (5 )  
with the convention that, if R(V, x) = ~,  then R(/(i~) = oo. For each 
non-terminal V x choose such a V~]', and define "good" strategies 
a~,  cr~B by 
~;r(v;r) = v~. (6) 
Suppose, first, that R{V~} is odd at the starting position V; 4. Then 
if Abe adopts the strategy (r~ ~, it follows that he will move to a position 
V~ whose remoteness i even, and equal to R(Vs a) -- 1. Either this is 
terminal, in which case Abe wins, or else by (4c) Barbara must move 
to a position Vii'~. of still smaller odd remoteness. The argument hen 
repeats. Since the remoteness decreases by at least one at each move, 
it follows that the play must result in a win for Abe in at most R(Vr ~) 
moves. A consequence of this is that, in order to be sure of winning, 
Abe must use a strategy whereby any move from a position of odd 
remoteness goes to a position of even remoteness; for, if at any time 
Abe moved from odd to odd remoteness, then by an argument similar 
to the one above Barbara could be sure of winning by using crB Now 
suppose that Barbara uses crew, and Abe uses any strategy guaranteeing 
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a win; then Abe moves from odd to even remoteness, and hence by 
(4b) decreases the remoteness by at least 1, while Barbara decreases the 
remoteness by exactly 1 at each move, changing it from even to odd. 
Since the game ends only when remoteness 0 is reached, it follows that 
the play has at least R(V:  ~) moves. Hence the strategy ~,,~t does ensure 
a guaranteed win for Abe in the smallest possible number of moves, 
i.e., at most R(V~:), and the strategy e,~ does postpone defeat for 
Barbara for at least R(V? ~) moves. These are the properties we required 
of the remoteness function according to the intuitive definition. 
If R(V.: ~) is odd, a similar argument shows that Barbara can be sure 
to win in at most R(V, : )  moves by using a good strategy, while Abe can 
postpone defeat o at least this amount. If R(V,: ) is c~, then either player 
can avoid defeat by using a good strategy; if both players use good 
strategies, the outcome will be an unterminated draw. 
The positions can be divided into three non-overlapping classes, 
N, P, O, according as the remoteness i , respectively, odd, even, and ~.  
If the starting position is in P, we have seen that the Previous player can 
force a win, and if it is in N, the Next player. (Sometimes the P positions 
are called "safe" positions, but the N - P notation is more explicit, 
as it shows for which player, Previous or Next, the position is safe.) 
The use of a good strategy implies that a player will move from an N, 
O, P position to a P, O, N position respectively. As a partial converse, 
if the starting position has finite terminal distance, then this rule (N, 
O, P, to P, O, N) by itself is sufficient o ensure the best possible guar- 
anteed outcome, though not necessarily in the smallest number of moves 
[17]. However, this can fail for games with infinite terminal distances, 
as is shown by the simple counterexample of the game with three po- 
sitions and three moves 
V~e~_ V~ -a --~ I,~ B (terminal). 
We have the values: 
Position Vi .t v] ~ v~ A va" 
Terminal distance D(Vi x) :>v ~o 0 
Remoteness R( V~ x) 2 1 0 
Outcome class P N P 
If Vz -4 is the starting position, Abe can be sure to win (by moving to 
V3B); but a non-terminating oscillation between V2 a and Va ~ is also 
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possible, conforming to the (N, O, P to P, O, N) rule, but resulting in 
a draw instead of a win for Abe. This does not, of course, conform to 
a "good" strategy for Abe. 
Note that, since there exists a play of length R(Vi x) starting from Vi x, 
R(Vi x) ~ D(Vi x) (7) 
with the obvious convention for infinite values. 
5. GENERALIZED REMOTENESS FUNCTIONS (Q-FuNCTIONS) 
Consider now a game J in which some terminal positions are "last- 
player-losing," i.e., in Tx, and the remainder (if any) are last-player- 
winning, i.e., in T e. We modify the game by adding, for each position 
V y Y Vt x in TAT, a new move ( ~ , Vtu) to a new last-player-winning terminal 
position Vt~'. These additions will not alter the outcome of any play in 
the game, since a player moving to V~ x must still lose, but one move later. 
This modified game, ~* ,  is now last-player-winning and can be analyzed 
by use of the R function. Define the function Q(ViX; Tp) of the posi- 
tion V, x in the original game ,~' to be equal to the value of R(V~ .x) 
in the modified game J * .  This function obeys relations analogous to 
(4b), (4c), (4d), (4e) (with R replaced by Q), but the value of Q(VtX; Tp) 
at a terminal position Vt x is 0 or 1 according as Vt x lies in Tp or Tzv- = 
T -  T~,, respectively. It is still true that, if Q(V?; Tp) is odd where V; a 
is the starting position, then Abe can force a win by using a strategy 
c~s ; Tp) by which he diminishes the value of the Q(. ; Tp) function 
by one at each move. He will therefore win in not more than Q(V~; T e) 
moves (and he will win in not more than Q(V~; Tp) - 1 moves if the 
strategy ensures that the play will always terminate in TN). Similarly, if 
Q(V~; Tp) is even, Barbara can force a win in not more than Q(VA; Tp) 
moves, while if Q(V,A; Tp) = ~,  neither player can force a win, and 
the outcome will be an unterminated raw if both players play well. 
More generally, let us suppose that it is somehow advantageous to
Abe for the play to terminate within a certain subclass SA of T. We make 
this more explicit later on; for the moment let us call a termination in 
S~ a "success" for Abe. The negation of this, i.e., a termination in 
T -- SA --- SB, it is convenient to call a "success for Barbara," although 
it should be noted that this definition only implies that it deprives Abe 
of some advantage, and not that it necessarily benefits Barbara. We 
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can now define terminal classes Sx (or 5),) as respectively "success for the 
next (previous) player," and hence a generalized remoteness function 
O(. ; Sv) and strategy %-~(. ; Sj,), as above. If, for example, (2(V~-t; St,) 
is odd, then Abe can be sure of achieving a success in not more than 
(2(V.,'4 ; $t,) moves by using the strategy or;t(. ; $t,). 
These definitions enable us to analyze a game in which all three clas- 
ses T. 4, To, and Tu of terminal positions occur. First, let us take a "suc- 
cess" for Abe to be a win, i.e., set S a T4, so that SR : T - -  7"4 
- T O ~.o TB, and a "success" for Barbara is a win or terminated raw 
for her. Denote the corresponding function (2(. ; Sj,) by (21, and the cor- 
responding "good"  strategies %x(. ; 5~,) by ~r~x. Second, let us take a 
success for Abe to be a win or terminated raw, so that S~ -- /'~4 vo T 0, 
and S~ -:: Te. Denote the corresponding (2 function and strategies by 
(20 and %x. Then the following cases can occur: 
(i) If (21(lQ t) is odd, Abe can force a win by strategy, Crl-~. 
(ii) If Qo(V; ~) is odd, but Qa(V,: 4) is not, Abe can force "at worst 
a terminated raw" (i.e., either a terminated draw or a win) by using 
%A, and Barbara can make sure that Abe does no better than draw 
by using %B. 
(iii) I f  Qo(V,: ~) is even, Barbara can force a win by (%~. 
(iv) If QI(V, A) is even, but Qo(V?) is not, Barbara can force at worst 
a terminated raw by using ~q~, and Abe can prevent her doing better 
by using o'lA. 
(v) if QI(V~ t) --Qo(V~ ~) -0% the best either player can ensure 
is a nonterminated draw, Abe by using cq A, and Barbara by using cr0R. 
These conclusions how that a player cannot do better by using a 
strategy in the wide sense, instead of the narrow sense. For in each case 
we have shown what is the best outcome available to each player by 
using a suitable narrow strategy, and we have also shown that his op- 
ponent has a narrow strategy which will prevent his doing any better. 
A similar method can be used if, instead of having merely three out- 
comes, "win," "draw," or "lose," we have a set of 4 or more outcomes 
in decreasing order of preference, e.g., a set of money payments. We 
can then define a "success" for Abe to be an outcome at least as good 
as v, where v is some point in the scale of outcomes. We then know that, 
if Q(Vga; Sp) is odd, Abe can be sure of obtaining at least v; if it is even, 
Barbara can force Abe to do worse than this, and if o% then Abe can 
keep the play going indefinitely rather than accept a worse outcome. 
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A comparison of the Q-functions for different values v will therefore 
show what is the best outcome that Abe can ensure. 
6. CONJUNCTIVE COMPOUNDS 
A compound or composite game may be defined as follows. We 
imagine that Abe and Barbara play simultaneously a number of 
impartial component games, cgl, ~'2 . . . . .  ~"~. Each player in turn 
(legally) makes a move in some or all of the components. More pre- 
cisely, in a conjunctive compound the player makes a move in every 
component game. In a disjunctive compound he selects at will one of 
the games, and moves in that, leaving the positions in all other games 
unchanged. In a selective compound he chooses some non-empty set 
of component games, and moves in each of them, leaving the position 
unaltered in all other components. In each type of compound, the play 
continues until no further move is possible under the rules. Other forms 
of compound games, different from these, are considered by Berge [2] 
and Milnor [16]. 
More formally, let C a, C ~ . . . . .  C '~ be a (finite) set of m uncolored 
directed graphs. Their conjunctive compound C cnj is defined as follows. 
Let V~ 1 be an arbitrary vertex in C 1, Vb 2 a vertex in C 2, and so on; then 
the ordered set (V,~ 1, Vb 2 .. . .  , Ve m) = V~ '0 (say) is a vertex of Ccnj. We 
call V~ 1, Vb ~ ..... Vem the component vertices of V~nJ; and we will use the 
symbol Va h for a typical component (h ~- 1 . . . . .  m; d = a . . . . .  e). (It 
would be more systematic to use a double subscript notation 
(V~I, V~ .. . . .  V~n) = V:~nJ; but the single subscript, though less tidy, 
lzcnj is more legible.) There is a move (edge) in C ~j from v~#,p to ,~p 
(V~A, V~B ..... V2~) if and only if each component position V~D in V~" 
is a follower of the corresponding component Va h in V~ # is a follower 
of the corresponding component Va n in C~ #. Hence V~ "3 is terminal if 
and only if some component Vg' is terminal. A (possibly incomplete) 
play in C eni of length L consists in the obvious way of a set of (possibly 
incomplete) plays of length L, one in each Ch; and the play is complete 
if and only if one of these component plays is complete. Since the terminal 
distance of V~ # is by definition the maximum length of any complete 
play beginning at V~ n3, it follows that 
D(V~ nj) = min [D(V~I), D(Vv z) . . . . .  D(Vem)] (8) 
as can also be formally verified inductively, using (2). 
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If the compound game ~or  is taken to be last-player-winning, it is 
natural to take the components ~ '  also to be last-player-winning. This 
means that the winner of ~'~"J is the player who is the first to win ( : ter- 
minate) in any component game. The obvious strategy for any player 
is therefore to try to win as quickly as possible in those components 
in which he can force a win, and to delay defeat as long as possible in 
the others, i.e., to use a "good" strategy crJ(. ) in each component game. 
Since R(Va h) means the length of play from V~ h in game ,~h when both 
players use good strategies, this suggests that 
R(V~ "j) = min[R(K)), R(Vj )  . . . . .  R(Vfl~)] . (9) 
A formal proof is, however, not entirely trivial. Denote the right- 
hand side of (9) by R*(V~"J); we have to verify that this satisfies relations 
of the form (4a) to (4e). Of these, (4a) and (4d) are immediate. We also 
have R*(V~ nj) = co if and only if R(Vd') -- c~ for every component 
Vat'; then the truth of (4e) for V:~ j follows from its truth for each com- 
ponent position. 
Suppose therefore that R*(Vs "J) ~ 0 or co. From the definition it 
follows that R*(V,~ nj) = R(Vj)  for some component position V]. Let 
V~ be a follower of V] with 
R(vJe~,) < R(VcJ). (10) 
We now assert 
LEMMA 1. There exists a follower v p"  of v ~ in the compound game 
such that R*(V~ ) R(V~v)" 
PROOF: For each h, R(Vuh)> R*(V~ 'j) = R(Vj)  > R(V~y). Ac- 
cording to whether R(Vd h) is odd, even, or co, it follows from (4b), 
(4c), (4e), respectively, that there exists a follower V~ with R(V~) 
> R(V~). Take the j-th component of V nj _ ,~,~ to be V~r, and for each 
h @j ,  the h-th component to be V~. 
LEMMA 2. Let V~ j be any follower of V:~ "j. Then if R*(V~ j) is less than 
R(V~), it is odd. 
PROOF: For suppose if possible that R*rv~0~ is even and less than ~ .  \ ,pq  t 
R(V~e). Then there is some component of v ~nj, rq say F~, for which 
R, rV, e#~ = R(V~). Hence \ r~q ] 
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R*(V~ j) < R(V~) 
= R*(vcn j~ "" , ' vq~+ 1 
< R(V~cr) -5 1 
<_ R( 
= 




(by definition of V~) 
and this is a contradiction. Then lemma is therefore proved. 
There are now two possibilities. The first is that R*(V~ nj) = R(V]) 
is odd. Then by (4b) there exists V~ with R(V~,) = R(V]) -- 1, and 
hence by Lemma 1 there exists v~"~, r~ with R*(V~) = R*(V~ '~j) -- 1, 
which is even; and by Lemma 2 there is no smaller R*(V~ j) which is 
even. Hence R*(.) obeys a relation analogous to (4b). On the other 
hand if R*(V,j '~ = R(V]) is even and greater than 0, then by (4c), if 
vcn3 (VaXa V~c, m is any follower of v c~j = V~E) .~ , we know that 
R(V~c) is odd and less than R(V~). Therefore, in the first place 
so that 
R*(V~ ~) ~ R(V~c) < R(V]) = R*(V~ nj) 
__  R*  { V enj R*(V~ j) > superq ~. ,, ~q ,. 
R*tV~n3"~ R(V~c), and But by Lemma 1 there exists V,~C~. j such that .. ~. . ~ = 
hence 
superq R*(V~ j) _< super. ..R*tvcnJ~,, w=,  = super c R(VJcc) 
= R(V2)  = R*(V;?J) 
By combining these two inequalities 
R*( V~ j) = superq R*( V~ j) (11) 
In order to complete the proof that R*(.) obeys the relation analogous 
to (4c), it is necessary to show that R*(vcnJ~ is odd for all q. But since "x" pq  l 
in this case R(Vj) is even, by (4c) the follower V~ of Vj defined by 
(10) can be taken to be any of the followers V~c; so 
R*(vy, J) < n(v o) = R(V 0, 
which is odd. If equality holds in this last relation, R*(V~ j) is odd; 
if inequality, * =J R (V~q) is odd by Lemma 2. 
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We have thus shown that R(Vp nj) and R*(Vy j) are functions obeying 
the same initial conditions and inductive relations (4a) to (4e), and 
hence that they are equal; i.e., (9) is proved. 
The definition of a conjunctive combination can be extended in a nat- 
ural way to non-impartial games; it is only necessary to proceed from 
the bicolored digraph l'(JgJ) to the uncolored digraph C(~' ) ,  by 
omitting the colors, and then using the definitions in terms of the impar- 
tial game ~" .  This does not affect the value of the remoteness function, 
so that the remoteness function for the compound position is the mini- 
mum of the remoteness functions of its components, as before. The 
theory also extends naturally to a conjunctive compound of an infinite 
number of games, though no real player could be expected to play an 
infinite number of games simultaneously in any physical sense. 
7. SELECTIVE COMPOUNDS 
We consider only the case of a finite number of impartial games 
~cjl, ..., ~c~,m. A compound position V~ ~z (V,~ 1 .. . . .  V, m) is now a fol- 
lower of V~- el = (VA 1, ..., VE "~) if and only if for each h(1 < h < m) 
either Vu h -- Vii ', or Vd h is a follower of Vj~ h, and, for at least one h, 
Vd h is a follower of Vb h. It follows that V~, ~t is terminal if and only if 
every component is terminal. Also, since a player is not compelled 
to move in more than one component game at a time, 
D(I~ ~l) = D(~t  1) ~ . . . . . .  !- D(Ve" ). (12) 
The formula for the remoteness function is as follows. If  each component 
Va h of V~ ~z has even e(vdh), then 
R(V~ "z) = R(~,  ~) ~ . . . .  ~ R(V,") ,  (13a) 
which is also even. If, on the other hand, a positive number k of com- 
ponents have odd remoteness function, and the remainder even remote- 
ness functions, then 
R(V~, ~) = R(V~ ~) + . . .  ~- R(V~ m) -- k + 1 (13b) 
which is odd. I f  any R(Va h) = c% then R(V~ eZ) = c~. These assertions 
can be readily proved by showing that R(V] el) so defined satisfies the 
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conditions (4a) to (4e). It follows from them that V~ ~l lies in class P 
if and only if every component is in P, in class O if at least one compo- 
nent is in O, and in class N otherwise. If every component configuration 
has finite terminal distance, this gives a simple rule for getting the best 
possible outcome, namely, to leave components in classes P and O 
in the same class, if possible (i.e., except when all components are in 
P, when a move in at least one component game to N is obligatory), 
and to move from components in N to ones in P. 
Because both conjunctive and selective compounds are analyzed in 
terms of the remoteness R(.) function, it is easy to give an analysis of 
conjunctive compounds of components which are themselves elective 
compounds, or selective compounds of conjunctive compounds, etc. 
8. CONJUNCTIVE AND SELECTIVE COMPOUNDS WITH THE LAsT-PLAYER 
LOSING 
A last-player-losing game has T = TN; hence it can be analyzed by 
the method of Section 5, using the function Q(. ; O) = R'(. ), say, which 
obeys the relations (4b) to (4e), but which takes the value 1 at terminal 
configurations. A conjunctive compound with the last-player-losing is 
defined exactly like one with the last-player-winning, except that all 
terminal configurations are in TN. It can readily be shown to obey 
the relation 
R'(V~ '~j) - -  min [R'(Val), ..., R'(V~m)] 
analogous to (9). 
There does not seem to be any simple analog for Eqs. (13a) and (13b) 
in the last-player-losing selective compound. But if no component has 
terminal distance oo it is easy to give a strategy which will give the best 
outcome possible. So long as at least two of the components are non- 
terminal, the moves to be made are exactly the same as if the game 
was last-player-winning. When a player would according to this rule 
move to a configuration with fewer than 2 non-terminal components, 
he must instead move as follows. In all component games except one 
he must make the same move to a terminal configuration as he would 
in the last-player-winning game. In the remaining component game, 
~'J, say, he either moves, or leaves the configuration unchanged, in such 
a way that the configuration Vj left has even R'(Vj). Thereafter, 
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player follows a good strategy in this game .g.~ and hence will ultimately 
win. The correctness of this rule follows from the fact that a player 
who can move to a terminal position in any component game can force 
a win in the last-player-winning compound (for, as the terminal distance 
is by hypothesis not oo, there are no configurations of class O); and 
this rule ensures that he can also force a win in the last-player-losing 
compound (so long as at least two components were non-terminal 
before the move). 
9. DISJUNCTIVE COMPOUNDS 
We restrict ourselves to the disjunctive compound of a finite number 
of impartial games with the last player winning. (The case [9] with the 
last-player-losing is very complicated.) A compound configuration 
V~f ~ (V~ 1, VcJ, Vff) is a follower of V aS~ (Va 1, g~ j, V "~) 
if and only if in one of the games, say ~J, the component Vc j is a fol- 
lower of V j,  while in every other component ~:', h ~ j, V~" -  Va". 
That is, a move in the compound game consists of a move in just one 
component game, other component configurations remaining unchanged. 
A terminal configuration is one in which every component is terminal, 
and hence 
D(V~ sj) -- D(Va 1) ~ - , ,  + O(Vem), (15) 
When no terminal distance is infinite, the general method of analysis 
has been independently discovered by a number of workers [1, 8, 12, 
18]. We first recapitulate this solution. If (xl, x,, . . . . . .  r,) is any set of 
non-negative integers, define the function "comin (Xl, xz .... .  x,,)" to 
be the smallest non-negative integer different from all the x,: (and hence 
to be 0 if the set is empty). Define the Sprague-Grundy function G(. ) 
for any one game inductively by the relation 
G(V~) = cominj G(V,j) 
(so that in particular G(Vt) = 0 for terminal V,). (16a) 
In other words, the G function 
must change its value at each move (16b) 
and if 0 < g < G(V,), there exists 
a follower V# of Vi with G(V#) = g. (16c) 
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If the G function is defined for all configurations of terminal distance 
less than d, then (16a) defines it for all configurations of  terminal dis- 
tance d; hence (assuming for the moment that no terminal distance 
is c~), the G function is uniquely defined for all configurations. The 
following properties follow straightforwardly from (16a): 
G(V,) < O(Vi). (17) 
The P class contains all configurations V, with G(V,) -- O, and the N 
class all those with G(V)  > 0. For, if the initial configuration V~ has 
G(V,) > 0, and Abe moves to a configuration V~ i with G(V~,). O, 
which is possible by (16c), then either this is terminal, and Abe wins, 
or Barbara must move to a configuration V~,j with G(V~,O > 0. The 
argument then repeats. Sooner or later the process must terminate, 
and Abe must win. 
Now take any finite set of non-negative integers, say (x, y .... .  z), 
and write then in the scale of  2: 
x=Z2a~e~;  y=Z2~ . . . ;  z=Z2~ 
where ~eo, ~%, ga take the values 0, 1. Let 
ro -- ~ -5 ~% + . . . .  ~ , , .  
Then 
S = 52 2 ~ r~ (18) 
is clearly the sum x 6- y + 9 9 9 -5 z. Furthermore let Q~ be the remainder 
on dividing r, by 2. Then: 
R = Z 2" 04 (19) 
is the nim-sum of x, y, ..., z, and will be written x -52 Y 4-2 9 " " -5~ z. 
Nim-addition is commutative and associative, and for all x 
x -50 0 = x; x -5~ x - 0. (20) 
It is also not difficult to prove the following. 
LEMMA 3. Let u, x, y . . . .  , z be non-negative integers such that 
u < x -52 Y -52 " " " -52 z. Then there exists either X with 0 < X < x, 
such that 
u=X+2y+~. . .  +~z 
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and/or Y, with 0<-Y<y,  such that 
u=.v+~Y ' . . .  7" ,~ ~2 Z 
and/or ... and/or Z, with 0 < Z <: z, such that 
' ~)  Z .  u= x-a,a Y-: ., "'" ,2 
The analysis of a disjunctive compound game depends on the following 
result: Let 
v~ ~= (v2 ,  v,]  . . . .  , v:"). 
Then 
G(V~ "j) = G(V~ a) +2 G(V~ 2) § "'" +2 G(V~m) 9 (21) 
Denote the right-hand side of (21) by G*(Vdu"J). Then to prove (21) 
we have to show that the G* function satisfies the conditions (16b), 
(16c). Now a move in the disjunctive compound consists in a move 
in one and only one of the component games. By (16b), this changes the 
G-value in this component, but not in any other component; it therefore 
changes the G* value, which is the nim-sum of the G-values in the 
separate components. This verifies (16b) for G*. Furthermore, suppose 
that 0 < g < G*(Vau#). Applying Lemma 3, we find that there exists, 
say, Y < G(Vv 2) such that 
g -= G(V,,') -i2 Y +2 " "  +~ G(V<"). 
Hence, by (16c), there is a V~] with G(V~i ) = Y, so that by the defi- 
nition of G*(.), 
g = G*(V2, Vs  I/~'9 = c , , (ve< 9 .., - ~, us J, say, (22) 
where Vua~ j is a follower of V~ s3. This verifies (16c) for the G*(.) function, 
and completes the proof. 
Numerical examples of G(.) functions are given by Sprague [18, 19], 
Guy and Smith [10], Adams and Benson [1], and Holladay [12]. 
The analysis above can break down when any component configura- 
tions have terminal distance oc. A function satisfying (16a) is called a 
Sprague-Grundy fimetion in the wide sense. In some graphs (e.g., those 
containing loops), there does not exist such a function, while in others 
(e.g., in a cycle 1/'1 ~ V2 with two vertices) it is not unique. We there- 
fore approach the problem somewhat differently. 
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We proceed to define pairs of functions, G~(.), H~(.). We restrict 
ourselves for the moment o non-negative integer values of these func- 
tions; later we also admit the value co. Such a pair of functions will 
be called a (G, H) pair if it satisfies the following conditions (23a) 
to (23e): 
The functions G~(Vi), H~(Vi) need not be defined 
for all V~; but if either G~(V 0 or H~(V 0 is a 
non-negative integer, so also is the other. (23a) 
If Vt is terminal, Gu(Vt): H~(Vt):  0. (23b) 
If G~(Vi) is a non-negative integer, and 0 ~y < G~,(Vi) 
(where y is an integer), then there exists a follower 
V~r with Gu(Vir): y and Hu(Vi~) < H,,(Vi). (23c) 
If G~(Vi) is a non-negative integer, and Hu(V#) < H~(Vi), 
then G,~(Vij ) :/: G~(Vi). (23d) 
If G~(Vr is a non-negative integer, and it is not true that 
Hu(Vij) < H~(Vi) (i.e., if Hu(Vij) > Hu(VO or if H~(Vii) is 
undefined), then there exists a follower V, je of Vii with 
G~,(Vijk) : G,,(Vi) and Hu(V#k ) + 1 < Hu(Vi). (23e) 
Note that, as far as configurations with non-infinite terminal distance 
are concerned, these conditions are satisfied by putting Gu(Vi) = G(VO, 
the usual Sprague-Grundy function defined by (16a), and Hu(V,:) 
~-- D(V~). The function G~(. ) is therefore a generalization f the Sprague- 
Grundy function, and will be called a Sprague-Grundy function (in the 
strict sense). The second function H~(. ) is introduced merely to give 
a basis for induction. 
We first show that, if Vzj is any follower of any configuration V~ 
such that both Gu(Vij ) and G,,(Vi) are non-negative integers, then 
Gu(V,s) :/: Gu(Vi). (24) 
For if H~(V,j) < H~(Vi), this is (23d). Otherwise, by (23e) there exists 
V, ijk with G~(Vij~.): G,,(V~) and 
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whence by (23d) with " i"  replaced by "'(/" 
G,(V,j) ~ G,~(V,r := G~(V,), 
completing the proof. 
From (23c) and (23d) it follows that if G,,(V,) is a non-negative inte- 
ger, it is cominj G~(V,j) taken over all V, i for which H~(Vo) < H~(Vi); 
from (24) it further follows that 
G,(V,) -- g~(V,) (25) 
where g~(Vi) .... comin i G~(V,j) taken over all V o for which G~(V, i) 
is defined. 
Now if there are any vertices V, for which G~(V,) and H~(V,) are not 
defined, it is natural to try to extend the functions G~(.) and H~(. ) 
as far as possible by assigning values to the G,,(V,) and H~(Vi), subject 
to the conditions (23a) to (23e). Since the digraph of the game is at 
present supposed finite, this involves only a finite number of assignments. 
When no further values of G,,(V,) and H,,(V,) can be given without violat- 
ing the conditions, we assign the value co to all remaining undefined 
G~(Vi) and H,,(V,:), much as we did also with the functions D(.) and 
R(.). From now on we suppose this done, so that G,~(V,) and H,~(V,) 
are defined, though possibly co, for every vertex V,.. 
What is the condition that we should have G,,(V,) -- H~(Vi) = co? 
V, cannot be terminal, by (23b). Suppose that the following condition 
is fulfilled :
There exists Vii such that G,,(V o) = c>o, and no follower 
V,j~ of V 0 has G,,(Vo~.) --g,,(Vi). (26) 
Then we must have G,,(V,) ~: co. For, by (25), the only other possible 
value of Gu(V,) would be g~(V,7), and (26) would then violate (23e). 
Hence (26) is a sufficient condition for G~(V,) -- co. Suppose on the 
other hand that (26) is untrue; and supposing G~(V,), H~(V,.) undefined 
let us try assigning the values G,,(V,:) := g,,(V O, H~(V,) = super [It.~(Vo), 
H~(Vo,~) . 1], including only non-negative integral values of the func- 
tions inside the brackets. If these assigned values are compatible with 
the conditions (23a) to (23e), then we cannot have Gu(Vi) ~ Hu(V,)--co, 
which happens by definition only when such assignment is impossible. 
It is straightforward to verify that (23a) to (23e) do in fact hold for V~. 
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However, V~ ~ Vhi could be the follower of some vertex Vh for which 
G~,(Vh) is not c~; it is then necessary to check that the assignments of 
the values of G~,(V~) ~ G~,(Vm) and H,,(Vi) = H~(Vhi) do not violate 
the conditions on the values of G,,(Vh) and H,~(Vh). Now conditions 
(23a), (23b), (23c) on Vh are unaffected by the assignments, and (23e) 
is either unaffected or becomes void if / /~(Vhr)< Hu(Vt~). The only 
contradiction which could arise would therefore be to (23d), if we 
should have G~(Vhi) = G~(Vh). But this is not possible, for, as Gu(Vm) 
was supposed undefined before we made the assignment, here must 
exist by (23e) a Vhij with G,,(Vh) = G,~(Vhii) = G,,(Vij), which by de- 
finition is different from g~(Vi) = G,,(Vi) = G,,(Vhi). A similar argument 
shows that, if V~ = Vfhi, then the assignment will not violate any con- 
dition applied to V I. Hence if (26) is false, G~(V, )~ c~; i.e., (26) is 
the necessary and sufficient condition for G,(VO = H~(V i )= ~.  
We now assert hat the Sprague-Grundy function (in the strict sense) 
is in fact unique; if G~(.), H~(.) and Gw(.), H~(.) are two (G, H) 
pairs, then for all V~ 
G~,( Vi) = G~(V~) (27) 
For suppose otherwise, say that we can find Vi such that G,,(Vi)< Gw(Vi). 
Let h be the smallest value of Hu(Vj) taken over all Vj with Gu(V~) 
G~.(Vi), and let such a Vj be chosen with Hu(Vj) = h. We show that 
this leads to a contradiction. 
By (23c), whenever O<y<G~,(V j ) ,  there exists Vie with 
H,,(Vjk) < H,,(Vj) = h and y ~-- Gu(Vik ). Hence, by the definition of h, 
y ~ G,~(Vjk) = Gw(Vsk) (28) 
We now observe that no Vjz has Gw(Vjl) = Gu(Vj). For suppose other- 
wise. Then if H~(Vjz) < h, we have G~(Vjz) ~- G~(Vjl) = Gu(Vs), con- 
tradicting (24); whereas if H~(Vjl) >_ h = H~(Vi), then by (23e) there 
exists Vii,,, with H~(Vjlm) < H~,(Vj) = h, and so G,~(Vil,,) = G , , (V j J  
= G~(K i) ~ Gw(Vj~), again contradicting (24). It follows from this and 
(28) that g,~(Vj) = G~(Vj). Now, if G~(Vj) ~ ~,  (25) shows that 
G~(Vj) ~-g~(V j )= G~(Vj), contradicting our definition of Vj; so we 
have G~(Vi) = c~v. By (26) there exists Vj# with G~(Vj#) = co, but 
no Vi~ z has Gw(Vjkl) = g~(V i) : Gu(Vj) (29) 
We cannot have H,,(Vi~ ) < h, for that would imply that c~ = H,~(Vjk) 
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- H~(Va.a. ) < h, a contradiction. Hence H,,(Vi:.) .:-~ h H,~(Vj), and so 
by (23e) there exists Vi~z with H,,(Kik~) < H~(l~i) -- /1, and so G,.(Vj,: z) 
-- G~(Vj#I) -- G~(Iz;), contradicting (29). The uniqueness of the Spra- 
gue-Grundy function is therefore established, and we can drop suffixes, 
writting simply G(.)  instead of G~(.). In the argument which follows, 
it will not be important which H-function H~,(. ) we choose to use, and 
so it will also be convenient o write it simply as H(. ), leaving the suffix 
"u" to be understood. (If we wanted to pick out a unique H-function 
we could use H~mn(.) -- min,~ H,,(.); but as this is not needed, we leave 
the proof that this is in fact an H-function to the reader.) 
I f  the starting configuration V, has G(V~) = 0, then the previous player 
(Barbara) can force a win. I f  V.~ is terminal, this is trivial; if not, Abe 
moves to some position V,, with G(V~,). 7-~ G(V,) 0, by (24). If 
H(V,i) < H(Vi), then G(V,,) must be a non-negative integer, and by 
(23c) there exists a follower V,.,j with G(V~ o) -- 0 and H(V,.,j) < H(V~,) 
< H(V,). Let Barbara move to this. If, oi1 the other hand, H(V~,) 
> H(V 3, then by (23e) there exists V,,.i with G(V~,j)= 0 and 
H(V~,j) § 1 < H(V,);  let Barbara move to this. The play has thus 
returned to a position with zero G value, but the H value has been 
diminished by at least 2, and it is again Abe's turn to move. The ar- 
gument is then repeated; sooner or later H will be reduced to zero and 
Barbara will win. Hence configurations V,: with G(V,) = 0 are such 
that the previous player can force a win, and are therefore in class P. 
Also, since he can be sure of winning in not more than H(V~) moves, 
we have H(V , . )>  R(V.3. 
I f  V, has a follower V.~,. with G(V.,,) = 0, then Abe can be sure of 
winning by moving to V,:i. That is, the next player can force a win, and 
V., is in N. By (23c) this is true whenever G(V,) is a positive integer; 
and in that case we can also make H(V~,) < H(IC). Thus Abe can be 
sure of winning in not more than H(V~,) + 1 < H(V3 moves, and 
hence H(V.~)> R(V,.). It is also possible for there to be V, i with 
G(V~i) = 0 when G(V3 = oo; in that case, H(V3  > R(V~) trivially. 
The remaining case is that G(V, . )= oo, but there is no V,.~ with 
G(V~,) = 0, and hence g(V~)= 0. By (26) there does exist V,. i with 
G(V,,) = oo and with no follower V.~,j which has G(V~,j) = 0. Now 
Abe can certainly be defeated if he moves to a configuration V.~a. with 
either G(V.,z~) positive or G(V~. )= oo and some G(V~.z)= 0. Hence 
his only hope of avoiding defeat is by moving to the position V~ defined 
above. From this, by the same argument, Barbara will either move to 
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some position which enables Abe to force a win, or else she moves to 
a position V~,j such that G(V~,j)= co and such that there exists no 
follower V~,j,~ with G(V,:j,,,) = 0. The argument now repeats; by mov- 
ing in this way Abe can guarantee that he will not lose, and Barbara, 
by playing well, can also guarantee that she will not lose. Hence, if 
G(V,.) = co and no G(V~,) -= O, V~ lies in class O. In all cases we have 
H(<) > R(VO. (30) 
it is also not difficult to verify that for all Vi 
H(VJ  > G(V,:), (31) 
but we omit the proof. 
In view of the classification we have given above of configurations 
with G(V,)-~ co, it is convenient o define 
J(Vi) : the set of all G(V,7 ) (32) 
(taken over all followers V,j of Vi). If G(Vi) -- co, V,: belongs to N 
or O according as 0 is or is not a member of J(V,). 
An example of a configuration digraph and its G(.) and (minimum) 
H(. ) functions is shown in Figure 1. The D(.)  and R(.) functions and 
the value class (N, O, P) are also shown for comparison. 
v~v~ v, v~ % v~ v~ v~ v~ v~ 
OCVO c>o 2 t 0 oo  oo  r oo  
RCVi) oo 1 t 0 t 2 3 3 
G(Vi) oo  2 i 0 o,o 0 1 2 
H(VL) c,o 2 I 0 oo  2 3 4 
Closs 0 N N P N P N N 
FIGURE 1 
10. DISJUNCTIVE COMPOUNDS FOR FINITE DIGRAPHS 
Consider a disjunctive compound of two games, and let V~ ~j = (V~ 1, Vb 2) 
be a typical configuration in it. We now assert that we can set 
G(Va~ 3) = G(V,)) +2 G(Vb2), (33a) 
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H(V~ ~j) -- H(E ,  ~) :- H(V;'-), (33b) 
where x ? y and x :~.v are both conventionally detined to be c~ 
whenever either x or y is c~v. We have to verify that the (G, H) pair 
defined by (33a), (33b) satisfy the conditions (23a) to (23e) when they 
are integers, and (26) when they are exp. 
First, suppose that G({4,~), G(I/] ~) are both non-negative integers. 
Conditions (23a), (23b), and (23d) on the pair G(V~),  H(V~ #) follow 
immediately from the same conditions on the component pairs; and 
(23c) for the compound follows froln the same condition on the com- 
ponents by the use of Lemma 3, exactly as in the proof of Eq. (21) above. 
There remains condition (23e). Suppose, then, that v~[~J is a follower of 
v a'~j with a~j H(v~J). v 'l~j H(V{, , ) > must have one of the forms (V~.a, Vv 2) 
or (V, 1, V~); without loss of generality, we may suppose that the first 
of these forms holds. We must therefore have H zl (I , .0 2 H(V.,~), and 
1 so by (23e) there exists V~.4,~ with G(V,~,) == G(V~ ~) and H(V,.t.~)I 1 
-~H(K,~). Set V 'lsj V ~ = G(V~ ~)) and ~+==( ao, Vb'2). Then G(Vdf;~) 
d,5 ' I < H(V~4), verifying (23e). H(V~ ,w) ~ 
Now suppose that one of G(V,~t), G(Vb ~) is ~ ,  say G(~I ) ,  but not 
G(VbZ). Let d~j G(V,~,) ~-z c~; then by (33b) v d*j must be of the form - - t l  ~J 
(Via, Vb 2) with G(VJ.4)~ ~,  and so by (33a) 
G(V'IsJ~, ,,v, G(V~=t)..,_ G(Vt,::) :s g(V,, ~) ve G(VI)'-), 
whence 
g( V',~ j) comin,, d,~ G(I116'-'). (34) G(Vuv ) ~ g(V,, 1) ~2 
We now have two cases to consider: 
CASE I. g(V~SO g(K, 1) --2 G(V~2). 
Since G(V, 1) == o% by (26) there exists Vla] with G(V,~i) :: oo and hav- 
ing no follower with G(Vla]k)= g(F~l). Hence Vua~ == (V~i , Vb 2) has 
also the properties that dsj dsj G(V~,~) = oo and no G(V~,w~) = g(V~sJ). 
CASE II. g(V~ sj) < g(V,, 1) +2 G(Vb~) 9
By Lemma 3 either there exists y < g(V~ 1) such that 
g(V~ sj) -- Y ~ 2 G(Vb 2) (35a) 
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or there exists z < G(Vb 2) such that 
g(Ve. ~) = g(V. ~) +~ z. (35b) 
Now if (35a) should hold, there would exist by (23c) VlaA with G(V2A)=y,  
and hence G(Vtaa, Vb 2) = g(Vd~J), contrary to the definition of g(Va,#). 
Hence (35b) must hold, and by (23c) there exists V~B with G(V~m)-  z. 
Thus --.,ovd# = (V,~ ~, V~B) is a follower of v d~J,  with G(V.~)dsj = c~. Any 
follower v d~ with at  d~] V~), so that 9uwz ~u .x, @ co must be of the form (V1], z 
dsi G(V~,,,,x) -= G(~]) +2 G(V~)  7/- g(V,, ~) +~ z = g(V~SJ), 
using (35b). In either Case I or Case 11 (25) is accordingly verified. 
Finally, suppose G(V,, ~) ~- G(Vb 2) -- co. In this case, for every fol- 
lower v d~j a~i _~ Kd~j~ G(V~)  co; hence ~t . 9 ~o we have = = O. But there exists 
by (26) some follower v d4 l/~ 9 u~, -  ( a, Vb 2) with G(VIA) --- G(Vb 2) = co, 
and this can have no follower with G(V,,a,~;(~) = 0 -- g(Vd~J); again (26) 
is true. Thus the functions defined by (33a), (33b) satisfy all the condi- 
tions for a (G, H) pair. Because the operations of disjunctive com- 
bination, ordinary and him addition are all associative, these relations 
extend immediately to a disjunctive compound of any (finite) number 
of components: 
G(V,, 1, V~ ~', V~ 3) - G(K,  ~) +2 G(Vb 2) +2 G(V~3), (36a) 
H(V,11, V~ 2, Vc 3) = H(V,])  " H(Vz~ 2) i-H(V~"~). (36b) 
If G(V,~ 1) -- co it also follows directly from the definition of the J(. ) 
function that 
x ~ J(V~ a) ~ [x +2 G(Vb") +,_ G(Vc3)] ~ J(V~ a, V~ 2, Vc3). (36c) 
These formulae define the G(. ), H(. ), and J(. ) functions for disjunctive 
compounds, and hence allow the players to determine appropriate 
strategies for giving the best guaranteed outcomes. 
Note that, if a disjunctive compound configuration has an infinite 
number of components, either all but a finite number are terminal, 
in which case the theory developed above applies, ignoring the terminal 
components, or else an infinite number are non-terminal, and the play 
must be infinitely long, resulting in an unterminated raw. 
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11. GAMES WITH INFINITE DIGRAPHS 
In dealing with infinite graphs we will take for granted the classical 
theory of sets, including the axiom of choice (if only because this is 
not the most appropriate place to discuss possible criticisms of the 
theory). Most of the results we have given above then extend in a direct 
and straightforward way to infinite graphs, with the proviso that wherever 
we have referred to a "non-negative integral value" of the functions 
D, R, Q, G, H, J, this must now be replaced by an ordinal (finite or 
transfinite), and the proofs will proceed by transfinite induction. As a 
typical example we discuss the function D(.); the arguments for the 
other functions follow analogous patterns. 
We first construct a transfinite sequence of classes ](0), A(1) . . . .  
of vertices, where .I(cz) will turn out to be the set of vertices V, x for 
which D(Vi x) .-= oz. A vertex Vi x is assigned to .l(cz) if and only if every 
follower V~." belongs to some A(flj) with /]j < (z, but Vi x itself does 
not; in particular, /1(0) -  7". Since this defines l((z) in terms of the clas- 
ses A(y) with ).' < c~, it follows that A(c 0 is uniquely defined for every 
ordinal c~. Also, V, x cannot belong to two .J(~), say .1(7) and _J(cz) 
with y < cq for that would contradict he definition of 1(c~). We set 
~l(oo) __ the set of all V, x not in ~1(~) for any ordinal oz. The function 
D(Vi a) ~ where v,-rr l((z) is then uniquely defined for all V; r, 
and it is not ditficutt to show that if all D(V~.') are ordinal 
D(Vi x) -- superj D(V~'), 
agreeing with (2), but with the right-hand side now meaning, of course, 
the "smallest ordinal greater than any D(Viy) for varying j ."  If any 
D(V~') =~ oo, then D(Vf)  = oo. We look upon co as standing for a 
conventional "number . . . .  greater than all ordinals." Eq. (3) is therefore 
still satisfied, and the definition agrees with our former one for a finite 
graph. If  D(Vi x) is finite, it is still the maximum length of play beginning 
at V, x, and conversely. If D(Vi x) is transfinite, the plays starting from 
V~ -v can no longer have bounded length, but we note that by (2) 
D(v,X) > D(V~') > D(Vg}~) > .. .  (37) 
and since any decreasing sequence of ordinals terminates, any play from 
Vi x must have finite length. I f  D(V{ r) --- o% then, as before, there exists 
an unterminated play. 
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Any ordinal a has a unique expansion in the scale of 2: 
~ Ea 2 a a~ (a4 = 0, 1). (38) 
We say that c~ is odd or even according as a0 = 1 or 0. If, in the same 
way, fl = E a 2 a ba, Y = Ea 24 Ca then we define Hessenberg's [11] natural 
sum as 
c~ +zr/3 +~ y = E~ 2~(a~ + b a + ca). (39) 
Here "+H"  is a commutative and associative operation different in gen- 
eral from the usual addition of ordinals. I f  ta is the remainder on dividing 
aa + ba + ca by 2, the nim-sum is defined as 
ce +2 fl +2 Y = Za 24 ta. (40) 
These definitions allow the discussion of the R, G, H, and J functions 
to proceed substantially as before, except hat every addition must now 
be understood in the sense of a natural addition. Thus, if the last player 
wins and R(V A) is finite odd, then as before Abe can force a win in 
at most R(V~) moves. I f  R(V~) is transfinite odd, Abe can still be sure 
of winning, but Barbara can choose to delay defeat for as long as she 
wishes (but not for an infinitely long time). Similar remarks apply to 
even values of R(V~), but with the two players interchanged. This use 
of transfinite ordinals was first introduced by Kalm~r [13], although 
KSnig [14] had already shown by another method that there exists a 
best strategy in any game which is sure to terminate. Other authors have 
rediscovered and extended the idea [1, 3-5, 12]. Note that, even if the 
D, R, G, or H functions are transfinite ordinal, the rules of the game 
may still be expressed in finite terms. Consider the following example: 
two players have between them a pool of d dollar coins and c cents. 
A move consists of removing one cent, except that if c = 0, and this 
is impossible a player must exchange one dollar for 100 cents, and 
then take his cent. The player who leaves no money wins. In this trivial 
game 
D(Sd + cr = R($d + cr = lOOd + c. 
If, however, we modify the rules to say that he can exchange the dollar 
for any positive even number of cents he chooses, however large, before 
taking his cent, we have 
D($d + cr = R($d + cr = cod + c, 
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where (,J is as usual the smallest ranstinite ordinal. The gamc becomcs 
a little less trivial if we take a conjunctive compound of. say, two piles : 
Eq. (9) can still be shown to be true. In the finite case a good strategy' 
in a conjunctive compound consists in following a good strategy in- 
dependently in each component game. This will no longer be true in 
general when transfinite ordinal values occur. Suppose the starting po- 
sition had two components of $1.0 IC and $1.02r respectively, and there- 
fore with R values (,,-- 1 and (,) ~ 2; the R value for the compound 
is the minimum of these, ~) { 1, which is odd, and hence Abe can force 
a win. His first move is necessarily to ($1.00r $1.01r and Barbara then 
moves to ((2m _ 1)r $1.00r Abe will now move to (2mr (2n--  1)r 
if he chooses the strategies in the two components independently, he 
will choose #7 independently of the value of m. But if he chooses n < m 
he will lose. 
The simplest type of transfinite disjunctive compound is transfinite 
nim, due to R. Rado (personal communication). This is played with 
a set of ordinals ce, fl . . . . .  ($, with the rule that a player at his turn must 
diminish just one of the ordinals; a player who cannot move loses. 
Then 
G(cx, fi, . . . ,6 )  (z i,.,/7-i ~""  --~<$. 
12. CRITICISM OF THE SOLUTION FOR INFINITE DIGRAPHS 
The solution we have given above shows formally how to find a 
good strategy even for a game with an infinite digraph. But in several 
respects it is hardly realistic when applied to human players. Two of 
the more serious difficulties are that it may require an infinite amount 
of calculation to find the strategy, and that if a player is determined to 
win his opponent can sometimes prolong the play to an arbitrary length, 
e.g., to 10 l~176 moves; a player might well prefer to lose rather than wait 
so long. However, if we allow that a quick loss may be preferable to a 
slow win, the interests of the two players are no longer completely 
opposed, and a solution, even for finite games, involves a difficult point 
in game theory [15]. We will therefore limit the discussion here to show- 
ing how to determine a player's security level, i.e., the best result he 
can guarantee however his opponent may play. We return to the general 
case, discussed in Sections 1 to 5, in which there are 3 classes of ter- 
minal position, TA, TB, and To, corresponding respectively to a win for 
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Abe, a win for Barbara, and a draw. We make the natural  assumption 
that a player will prefer a draw for which he can guarantee an upper 
bound on the number of moves ( "bounded draw" for brevity) to a 
draw which he can be sure to attain in a finite number of  moves, without 
any guaranteed bound on the number ("terminated raw") ,  and that 
this in turn is preferable to a draw in possibi ly an infinite number of 
moves. Similarly he prefers a bounded win to a win without the guar- 
anteed bound (which must be terminated),  and the same for a loss. It 
is also natural  to assume the preferences "bounded win to bounded draw 
to bounded loss," and "win to terminated raw to loss." These prefer- 
ences impose a part ia l  ordering on the outcomes, leaving the players free 
to choose for themselves whether they prefer, for instance, a guarantee 
only of a win (without bounded length) to a bounded draw, or vice 
versa. 
In Section 5 we introduced two Q functions, QI(. ) (for which SA = T.4) 
and Qo(.) (for which Sx = TAU To), and corresponding strategies 
~rlX(. ) and %x( . ) .  I f  QI(V2) is odd at the starting posit ion V~, the 
strategy ~qA(.) guarantees Abe a win; if moreover QI(V~) is finite odd, 
TABLE 1 
SECURITY LEVELS FOR ABE 
(fin. = finite; bdd. = bounded; trs. = transfinite; ter. = terminated) 
Values of Qr functions Security level under strategy 
Qx( vs a) Qo( vs A) Q-l( Vs A) olX( 9 ) o'0X(. ) oxl( 9 )
fin. odd fin. odd fin. odd 
trs. odd fin. odd fin. odd 
trs. odd trs. odd fin. odd 
trs. odd trs. odd trs. odd 
not odd fin. odd fin. odd 
not odd trs. odd fin. odd 
not odd trs. odd trs. odd 
not odd oo fin. odd 
not odd oo trs. odd 
not odd not odd oo 
even even fin. odd 
even even trs. odd 



















the strategy guarantees a bounded win. The same applies to Q0(. ) 
with the word "draw"  substituted for "win," and where by "guaranteeing 
a draw" we include the possibil ity of doing better, i.e., winning, should 
the opponent not play as well as possible. We now introduce a third 
function, Q- l ( . ) ,  defined by taking $4 = T; an odd value of Q l (v ;  ~) 
now guarantees Abe a loss (or better), i.e., a termination of the play, 
and a finite odd value of Q_I (V :  4) guarantees a termination in not more 
than Q_I(V, A) moves by use of the corresponding strategy cr_~x(.). 
Hence by considering the values of Q,,,(V, .4) (m - 1, O, - 1) we can 
deduce the security levels for Abe shown in Table 1. A similar table of 
security levels for Barbara can be constructed by using instead of the 
functions Q~(.), Qo(.), Q-~(.),  the functions Q0(.), QI( . ) ,  Q2(-), res- 
pectively, where Q2(-) is obtained by taking S a --  0 ,  S~ --  T. 
If, instead of the outcomes of the game being merely a win, draw, 
or loss, there are a number of possible outcomes uch as money rewards 
in order of preference, a similar analysis can be performed by use of 
the functions Q~,(.), where Q~,(.) is defined by taking S.4 to be the set 
of all terminal positions which result in a gain of v or more to Abe. 
If Q,.(V,. A) is odd, Abe can then be sure of winning at least v; and if 
Q,,(V, A) is finite odd, Abe can win it in not more than Q,.(V; 4) moves. 
I wish to acknowledge the kindness of Mr. A. J. Lee in preparing the diagram for 
Figure 1. 
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